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About this app
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Easily Convert Pages to PDF and read any Pages file on Android.

Pages file format to MacBook and iPhone users are like Word to Windows users. These two programs all serve as word processors to create editable digital documents. However, Pages is an app exclusive to Apple devices, which can be hardly opened on other OS. Hence, a .pages file is unfriendly for non-Apple users. One logical solution is to convert Pages to a universal file format, such as PDF. Therefore, how do we effortlessly convert Pages to PDF? This app will help you to perform Pages to PDF conversion.

If you have a document that was created in the Pages app, converting it to PDF format will make it simpler for you to distribute it to other people. If, for whatever reason, you need to share a file with someone who does not use a Mac, you may easily preserve the formatting of the document by converting it from Pages to PDF on your Android by this converter app.

Not only a converter, this app has a built-in file viewer helps you can easily to read file as soon as you get any PAGES file from your friends.
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]This app may share these data types with third partiesLocation, App activity and 2 others
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February 18, 2024
Installed on my phone a few months ago as I needed something similar to words when drafting a letter or preparing something for a site, webforms with fairly short time limits before they close down. Long story short, it doesn't seem to work, so I may as well delete it.
1 person found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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December 24, 2023
literally does not work. I cannot open a document from my pages app that I downloaded to my android with this app.
6 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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June 3, 2023
The UI seems fine and ads unobtrusive, but I din't seem to be able to select any .pages files within my Android device. That's the whole reason I downloaded the app. Is this for exclusively reading files saved in the cloud?
10 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




TH74Dev
July 6, 2023

Please update to newest version, app works very well now! Please update and re-review for us! Thank you!
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2024 Fix bugs can not convert!
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